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POLITICIANS BLAME LAW-ABIDING
CITIZENS FOR ISLAMIC TERRORIST
ATTACK
It sounds like a sick
joke. But unfortunately it’s
true.
An Islamic terrorist – who pledged himself to the
barbarian ISIS group – slaughters dozens of people
at a Florida nightclub. What is the response of
“president” Barrack Hussein Obama? “We don’t
know what the shooter’s motivations were.”
Fortunately, Presidential candidate Donald Trump
called Obama out, and bravely identified the
problem: "Look, we're led by a man that either is
not tough, not smart, or he's got something else
in mind," Trump said in a lengthy interview on Fox
News, following the terror attack. "And the
something else in mind —you know, people can't
believe it. People cannot, they cannot believe that
President Obama is acting the way he acts and
can't even mention the words 'radical Islamic
terrorism.' There's something going on. It's
inconceivable. There's something going on."
Unfortunately, most of the establishment
Republicans refused to rally behind Trump’s
patriotic statements. In fact, many of them turned
tail and joined with anti-American Democrats to
ignore the real problem – home-grown Islamic
terror – and instead tried to pin the blame on an
easy scapegoat: the Constitution’s Second
Amendment.
“Both of Pennsylvania’s Senators took park in a
marathon filibuster that called for gun limits,”
according to a report on phillymag.com. For 15
hours, Sen. Christopher S. Murphy of Connecticut
held the Senate floor to call for stricter “gun
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control” following the country’s worst ever mass
shooting – committed, of course, by an Islamic
terrorist – this past weekend in Orlando.
In a craven show of cowardice, Pa. Senator Pat
Toomey, a Republican, joined Democrats Bob
Casey and Chris Murphy, ignoring the threat
posed by Islamic terror in an effort to somehow
blame the NRA and law-abiding Americans. The
left-wing elitist media, of course, ate it up.
Senate Democrats finally ended their gabfest
after turncoat Republican Party leaders
reportedly agreed to allow votes on two
proposed “gun control” measures.
Murphy, from Connecticut, said that a
compromise had been reached. Votes would be
held on whether to ban people on the
government's terrorist watch list from obtaining
gun licenses – even though it has been
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demonstrated that people are often mistakenly
placed on the list, with no ability to challenge
the action – and whether to expand
background checks to gun shows and internet
sales, the first step towards a total confiscation
of our firearms.
Patriots are urged to call 202-224-3121 and tell
your senator/ representative that, despite
Obama’s desire, we will not bow down to
terrorism or to Sharia law.
http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/orlandonightclub-massacre/filibuster-ends-after-gopagrees-allow-gun-control-votes-senator-n593396
http://www.phillymag.com/news/2016/06/16/pasenators-gun-control-filibuster/

PATRIOT EXPOSES CROOKED
POLICIES OF LEFT-WING POLLING
GROUP
A left-wing liberal organization, “Public Policy
Polling,” is a favorite of the elitist mass media.
Somehow, PPP’s polling always seems to show
support for Democrat positions; and, of course,
left-wing liberal media outlets pick up the
garbage and run with it, smearing their front
pages with the lies of the PPP.
Fortunately, veteran campaign reporter Nate
Silver called out PPP’s evil tactics, which include
hiding results that don’t line up with the
group’s left-wing policies. It turns out that the
liberal group polled likely voters just before an
election in Colorado, and discovered that a
gang of gun confiscation Democrats would
probably be voted out of office in a recall. So
what did the liberal group do with the results?
The same thing Leftists always do when they
don’t like reality: cover it up.
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“Things got tense between the Democraticleaning Public Policy Polling and the former
New York Times' campaign forecaster, Nate
Silver, after PPP admitted that it didn't release
the results of a survey predicting defeat for
pro-gun control lawmakers facing recall in
Colorado,” writes washingtonexaminer.com.
"’VERY bad and unscientific practice for
@ppppolls to suppress a polling result they
didn't believe/didn't like," Silver, who now
works at ESPN, tweeted.”
The Leftists at PPP admitted that they tried to
deceive citizens by hiding the results of the poll.
"We did a poll last weekend in Colorado Senate
District 3 and found that voters intended to
recall Angela Giron by a 12 point margin,
54/42," PPP's Tom Jensen posted on the
company site. "In a district that Barack Obama
won by almost 20 points I figured there was no
way that could be right and made a rare
decision not to release the poll. It turns out we
should have had more faith in our numbers
because she was indeed recalled by 12 points."
So let’s be sure we understand what this
Obama-loving lib is saying:
1—Jensen polls voters who helped to elect
Barrack Obama, an Islamic terror supporter.
2—Those voters apparently finally woke up to
the fact that Obama is a clear and present
danger to the country, and now plan to vote
against other Democrats who follow Obama’s
anti-American stance. In a courageous show of
admitting that they were wrong to vote for a
non-citizen who wants to take away our guns,
the voters say they want to yank these gun
confiscators out of office.
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3—But liberal Jensen, an Obama bootlicker,
can’t believe that Americans actually support
gun rights (even though poll after poll shows
they do), so on his own, this Stalin-loving lib
decides that “there was no way that could be
right,” even though the voters did indeed vote
the gun confiscators out of office.
Hmmm... Islamic terrorists slaughter civilized
Christians, Jews and others, and Barrack
Hussein Obama blames it on the NRA.
Intelligent citizens vote to recall Clinton-loving
gun grabbers, and a pollster says “there was no
way that could be right.” Are we seeing a
pattern here?
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/nate-silvercalls-out-ppp-for-liberal-bias-on-gun-controlpoll/article/2535603

LEFT WING “NEWS” OUTLET SINKS TO
NEW LOW
It turns out there’s a local angle to the leftwingers from “Public Policy Polling.”
According to a report on pennlive.com, a poll
says that some 46 percent of Pennsylvania
voters believe that the “Phillie Phanatic” is
more qualified to be president than the 40
percent who picked Donald Trump.
The Phillie Phanatic, a cartoon-like figure, is the
official mascot of the Philadelphia Phillies
Major League Baseball team. He is a large,
furry, green creature with an extendable
tongue that performs various routines to
entertain fans during baseball games at Citizens
Bank Park.
So according to this poll, a bird mascot (a
human, of course, with an outrageous
uniform), would beat Donald Trump in an
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election. Just one question: did the pollsters ask
voters if they preferred the “Phillie Phanatic” to
Hillary Clinton?
Of course not. Or if they did, they aren’t
releasing the findings. “Public Policy Polling,” of
course is the left-wing group that buries polls
that don’t agree with its leftist, Islamicist
viewpoint.
Ho hum, another biased poll, and another
biased rag of a “newspaper” eats it up. Patriots
have been warned.
http://www.pennlive.com/news/2016/06/phillie_ph
anatic_beats_donald.html

MEMORIZE THESE SAFETY RULES
1. Always treat all guns as though they are
loaded
2. Always keep your firearm pointed in a safe
direction
3. Always keep your finger off the trigger until
you are ready to shoot
4. Be sure of your target and what is beyond it

If you’d like to contribute to this newsletter,
please send your brief article to
tom.campione@2a-lvtp.org

US Constitution 2nd Amendment
"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the
security of a free State, the right of the people
to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
PA Constitution Article 1 Section 21
“The right of the citizens to bear arms in
defense of themselves and the State shall not
be questioned.“
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